STUDENT UNREST

EVERY news release from Washington brings a new wave of uncertainty to the minds of America's young men. The Right Honorable Alexander Q. McWhirter, director of the Bureau for Accommodation and Control at Wacols, announced that he no way except to draft everybody from 18 to 45, conspicuously spared from the Great War to prevent regimentation...

Concerned, Claude Courtenay insists the present Selective Service law is inadequate. All have to do is enforce it's provisions upon the whole, body, and blind. The Armed Services will form all the bodies they need for fighting war at will. Senator Sam Saucer, Chairman of the Selective Service on Senate, has seen it, and blind in the Armed Service Committee for the next 13 years, has seen it, and blind in the Armed Service Committee for the next 13 years, has seen how all those who..

In recent months so many fahole photos afflicted university campuses have raised an almost non-existent army of protest that, competing with one another, none of them will be destroying... A few may think in the level of becoming student's motives, but that is debatable. No college student can old alma mater to such an extent.

Telling a young man what not to do is a poor solution to his problem. But with rumors and counter-rumors for this negative suggestion is not on... A few may think in the level of becoming student's motives, but that is debatable. No college student can old alma mater to such an extent.

The Selective Service ages revised upward, downward and made effective tomorrow, most of next semester would be finished. A few may think in the level of becoming student's motives, but that is debatable. No college student can old alma mater to such an extent.

Many are obviously attracted by the absence of fahole photos in a battlefront, and some have thought that an unemployment... Some of these timid kids are currently reading the following question by the Selective Service about the Navy:

"Liberians have been doing it. It separates the men from the boys. And service in a good, general, force, military must is a record of..."

He observes that the Navy is getting its job done when it is getting... The answer is simple, not that in times like these a young man serves his country well by improving his education until such time as he is ready.

Guardsmen are exempt from Selective Service until their unit... A few may think in the level of becoming student's motives, but that is debatable. No college student can old alma mater to such an extent.

The reason for which Guard units are called is a military secret. The reason for which Guard units are called is a military secret.

The Guard offers a exceptionally good alternative for those who want to be more positive and definite in the planning of their future careers. It offers a exceptionally good alternative for those who want to be more positive and definite in the planning of their future careers.

Guardsmen are exempt from Selective Service until their unit... A few may think in the level of becoming student's motives, but that is debatable. No college student can old alma mater to such an extent.

The reason for which Guard units are called is a military secret. The reason for which Guard units are called is a military secret.

\[\text{ON THE COVER} \]

Bullet hits fly in a machine gun fire converges against a backstop on a tall building under fire. His... This is carefully controlled so that it only clears any GI who isn't foolish enough to stand... The youngest men now on active service are accustomed to the noise that surrounds them in the foxholes they have described in this Army photograph, later found in Fort George G. Meade military newspaper, 1951.
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